INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
find occurrences in our own lives which seem to fit in with
Freud's theories, though remaining doubtful whether they
are coincidences such as can be brought in support of any
theory, or relevant instances.
For example, the reader may remember that on page 91
I was unable to recall the name of an author. At the
time when this actually happened, it struck me that the
forgetfulness might be an illustration of Freud's theory,
and I wrote down what came into my mind while trying,
in vain, to recall the name. My notes with altered names,
and one or two consequent alterations in the text, are as
follows .
The first name that occurs to me is Boyes. I have a feeling
that this is wrong, but? I believe the name is a monosyllable. I
cannot write quickly enough to put down the many associations
that occur. The Argentine I think of. Did not the man I mean
go qut to an important post there ? No; was not I/hat the author
of another book . . . which I used at about the same time ?
Cross 1 I believe that is the name—but I am not sure. (Boyes,
of course, is the name of the chief assistant of my solicitor from
whom I had a letter last week, but that seems irrelevant.) The
book was shm and yellowish in colour. I believe the name was
Cross. Cross and Blackwell make jam. Boyes seems to keep
coming back to me. I feel very confident that the name was Cross.
Why can't I remember the initials ? I feel that I would recognize
the name better could I get the initials—T. K Cross is it ? No,
Perhaps that came from T. K. B.,'my old college chum's initials.
I must leave it at Cross—or Craggs—no, not Craggs. Cross surely,
I feel uncertain.
Six weeks after the above was written down, I chanced
to see, in the New York T^mes, the name Craster, and
realized at once that it was the name I was trying to recall,
I again set down just what came into my mind—paper
.and pencil were at my elbow .
Crasber at once makes me think of a girl of that name who in
1914 was engaged to someone who was the first of my friends to be
killed in the war in September 1914. It seems possible that I
have repressed the name because of this painful association. I
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